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1He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High, Who abides under the shadow 

of the Almighty, 

2He is saying of יהוה ,“ My refuge and my stronghold, My Eternal, in whom I trust!” 

3For He delivers you from the snare of a trapper, From the destructive pestilence. 

4He covers you with His feathers, And under His wings you take refuge; His truth is 

a shield and armor. 

5You are not afraid of the dread by night, Of the arrow that flies by day, 

6Of the pestilence that walks in darkness, Of destruction that ravages at midday. 

7A thousand fall at your side, And ten thousand at your right hand; But it does not come 

near you. 

8Only with your eyes you look on, And see the reward of the wrong ones. 

9Because you have made  יהוה– My refuge, the Most High – your dwelling place, 

10No evil befalls you, And a plague does not come near your tent; 

11For He commands His messengers concerning you, To guard you in all your ways. 

12They bear you up in their hands, Lest you dash your foot against a stone. 

13You tread upon lion and cobra, Young lion and serpent you trample under foot. 

14“Because he cleaves to Me in love, Therefore I deliver him; I set him on high, Because 

he has known My Name. 

15“When he calls on Me, I answer him; I am with him in distress; I deliver him and 

esteem him. 

16“With long life I satisfy him, And show him My deliverance.” 

 

The Scriptures (ISR 1998) 

http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-1.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-2.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-3.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-4.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-5.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-6.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-7.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-8.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-9.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-10.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-11.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-12.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-13.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-14.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-15.htm
http://biblehub.com/psalms/91-16.htm
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 [Of David. 1 The one who dwells] in the shelter [of the Most High will rest in the 
shadow of] the Almighty; 2 who says (I will say in MT, He will say LXX) [of the L, “My 
refuge] and [my] fortress, [my Gd] is the constant one (not in MT or LXX)in whom [I can 
trust.” 3 For h]e will deliver you from [the fow]ler’s [snare] and from the dea[dly] 
pestilence. 4 He will cover [you with] his feathers, and under his w[ings] you will rest ( 
you will find refuge MT LXX); [his] faithfulness [upo]n you ( is not in MT or LXX) is a shield 
and his truth a buckler. Selah ( not in MT or LXX). 

 In the 11QApocryphal Psalms scroll, Psalm 91 is followed by a fair amount of blank 
leather, which is very helpful for assessing collections of Psalms such as this one. The 
blank leather indicates that the collection in this manuscript actually ended with Psalm 
91, which is also confirmed by the unusual ending to the Psalm.  

 Abegg, M., Jr., Flint, P., & Ulrich, E. (1999). The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible: The Oldest Known Bible Translated for the First 

Time into English (Ps 91:16b).  

The Fourth Exorcism Psalm: Psalm 91* 
        Psalm 91 has brought comfort and hope to Jews and Christians over 

the centuries. Not only does it evoke Yahuah’s help and protection 
against physical and human dangers, this Psalm has been connected 

with exorcisms of demonic forces in both rabbinic and Christian 
traditions. 
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Let us chew with our mental molars and be nourished with Daud’s words about 
Yahuah. As always our thoughts and corrections of terms/names used will be in 

the comic sans font. 
 

From Matthew Henry’s commentary he reminds us that this Mizmour or Psalms 
is about Yah’s covenant children and what benefits this brings to us. 

 A great truth laid down in general, That all those who live a life of communion with 

Yah are constantly safe under His protection, and may therefore preserve a Set 
apart serenity and security of mind at all times.  If Yahuah be our Eternal, our 

refuge, and our fortress, what can we desire which we may not be sure to find in 

Him? He is neither fickle nor false, neither weak nor mortal; He is the Creator 
Almighty and not man, and therefore there is no danger of being disappointed in 

Him. We know whom we have trusted. 

The great encouragement Daud gives to others to do likewise, not only from his own 

experience of the comfort of it (for in that there might possibly be a fallacy), but from 

the truth of Yahuah's promise, in which there neither is nor can be any deceit  

Surely he shall deliver you. Those who have themselves found the comfort of 

making Yahuah their refuge cannot but desire that others may do so. Now here it is 

promised: 
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9 1 :3 b several Hebrew manuscripts, Septuagint, Syriac, 'm 

91:3  For he-shall rescue thee from the net of the hunter, and from the plague 

of-calamity – the Book of Psalms without points by Vander Hooght 1821 

Psa 91:3  SurelyH3588 HeH1931 shall deliverH5337 you 
from the snareH4480 H6341 of the fowler,H3353 and from 
the noisome pestilence.H4480 H1698 H1942  
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. (2.) The spiritual life, which is protected by divine 

favor from the temptations of Shatan, which are as 

the snares of the fowler, and from the contagion of sin, 

which is the noisome pestilence. He that has given favor 

to be the splendor of the soul will create a defense upon 

all that splendor. 

Matthew Henry Commentary 

Covenant Family Members 

shall be kept from those 

mischiefs which they are in 

imminent danger of, and 

which would be fatal to them 

(Psalms 91:3), from the snare 

of the fowler, which is laid 

unseen and catches the 

unwary prey on a sudden, 

and from the noisome 

pestilence, which seizes men 

unawares and against which 

there is no guard. This 

promise protects,  

(1.) The natural life, and is often fulfilled in our 

preservation from those dangers which are very 

threatening and very near, while yet we 

ourselves are not apprehensive of them, any 

more than the bird is of the snare of the 

fowler. We owe it, more than we are sensible, to 

the care of the divine Providence that we have 

been kept from infectious diseases and out of 

the hands of the wicked and unreasonable 

http://chatbible.com/psalms/91-3.asp
http://chatbible.com/psalms/91-3.asp
http://chatbible.com/psalms/91-3.asp
http://chatbible.com/psalms/91-3.asp
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The driver of this car 
escaped serious 

injury.  He returned to 
the scene to find his 

Scriptures on the 
ceiling, opened to 

Psalms 91 

http://pw2.netcom.com/~hors
e/vw.html 
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Main Hebrew Words  In Verse To Shama- Closely Consider 
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3954 II. י  Str 3588; TWOT 976—1. indeed, surely, truly, i.e., a marker of ≡  :(kî) כִּ

emphasis and strengthening a statement ; 2. rather, instead, but, i.e., a 

marker of contrast, implying an alternative ; 3. except, except for, but only, 

i.e., a marker of contrast designating an exception; 4. because, for, for the 

reason of, i.e., a marker of causation between two events ; 5. that, i.e., a 

marker of the content of a discourse; 6. when, i.e., a marker of a point of time 

which is simultaneous to or overlapping another time ; 7. if, i.e., a marker of 

a condition, real or hypothetical, often in a specific case , note: further study 

may yield more domains 
 Swanson, J. (1997). Dictionary of Biblical Languages with Semantic Domains : Hebrew (Old 
Testament)  

Pronounced “Key” in modern Hebrew 
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Parkhurst Page 222-223 
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Yahuah will deliver…. 

Hif- Deliver 
Save 
Rescue 
Defend 
Ease – for example cause one to be safe and out of danger 
Cause deliverance from the state of a strained or lacking  relationship to 
Diety, as an extension of deliverance from physical danger 
Retake plunder 
Snatch away- for example have an object grasped in the hand, implying 
control over 
To free from harm or evil-To cause one to be safe and out of danger 
 
Strip off oneself 
To draw out 
To pull out 
To take away 
To strip off 
Escape 
Be secure 
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Gesenius' Hebrew-Chaldee Lexicon [?]  
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The Snare: 

A device in which something can 
be caught and penned.  
To spread a net. 
Something that which brings 
sudden danger. 
Control 
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Treasury of Scripture Knowledge 

Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, 

and from the noisome pestilence.  

http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/tsk/psalms-91.html#3
http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/tsk/psalms-91.html#3
http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/tsk/psalms-91.html#3
http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/tsk/psalms-91.html#3
http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/tsk/psalms-91.html#3
http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/tsk/psalms-91.html#3
http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/tsk/psalms-91.html#3
http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/tsk/psalms-91.html#3
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Psa 124:7  Our soulH5315 is escapedH4422 as a birdH6833 out of the snareH4480 H6341 
of the fowlers:H3369 the snareH6341 is broken,H7665 and weH587 are escaped.H4422  

Psa 141:9  KeepH8104 me fromH4480 H3027 the snaresH6341 which they have laidH3369 
for me, and the ginsH4170 of the workersH6466 of iniquity.H205  

Pro 7:23  TillH5704 a dartH2671 strike throughH6398 his liver;H3516 as a birdH6833 
hastethH4116 toH413 the snare,H6341 and knowethH3045 notH3808 thatH3588 itH1931 is 
for his life.H5315  

Ecc 9:12  ForH3588 manH120 alsoH1571 knowethH3045 notH3808 (H853) his time:H6256 as 
the fishesH1709 that are takenH7945 H270 in an evilH7451 net,H4686 and as the 
birdsH6833 that are caughtH270 in the snare;H6341 so are the sonsH1121 of menH120 
snaredH3369 in an evilH7451 time,H6256 when it fallethH7945 H5307 suddenlyH6597 
uponH5921 them.  

Hos 9:8  The watchmanH6822 of EphraimH669 was withH5973 my Eternal:H430 but 
the prophetH5030 is a snareH6341 of a fowlerH3352 inH5921 allH3605 his ways,H1870 
and hatredH4895 in the houseH1004 of his gd.H430  

Amo 3:5  Can a birdH6833 fallH5307 inH5921 a snareH6341 upon the earth,H776 where 
noH369 gin (noose) H4170 is for him? shall one take upH5927 a snareH6341 fromH4480 the 
earth,H127 and have taken nothing at all?H3920 H3808 H3920  
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The WWW  is 
definitely a snare for 

us to be wary of. 

Also called “the net”- 
is this a coincidence 

or prophecy 
referencing this 
current snare? 
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A Fowler: 

Someone 
who  

Lays a snare. 
 

A bait layer. 
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Parkhurst Page 210 
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Some obvious fowlers (foulers) in modern times… 
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The Plague 

Thorn 
Destruction 
Word 
Pestilence 
Anything that causes a high death rate 
Contagious  
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1823 II. ר בֶּ  n.masc.; ≡ Str 1698; TWOT :(dě·ḇěr) דֶּ

399b— thorn, i.e., a sharp-pointed, relatively 

short, firm, leafless modified branch , note: 

niv as 1822 
ר 1824  n.[masc.]; ≡ Str 1699; TWOT :(dō·ḇěr) דֹּבֶּ

399c—pasture, i.e., an open grazing area for 

flocks  
ר 1825 בֵּ  n.[masc.]; ≡ Str 1699; TWOT :(dib·bēr) דִּ

399c—word, i.e., a message of 

communication (Jer 5:13; 9:7+), note: 9:7 

the niv parsed as 1819(piel) 

 
 Swanson, J. (1997). Dictionary of Biblical Languages 

with Semantic Domains : Hebrew (Old Testament) 
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Adam Clarke Commentary 
 As the original word,  דברdabar, signifies a word 

spoken, and deber, the same letters, signifies 
pestilence; so some translate one way, and some 
another: he shall deliver thee from the evil and 
slanderous word; he shall deliver thee from the 
noisome pestilence - all blasting and injurious 

winds, effluvia, etc. 

http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/acc/psalms-91.html#3
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Parkhurst Page 92 
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Verse 3, 6. Pestilence. It is from a word (rbd) that signifies to speak, and speak out; the 
pestilence is a speaking thing, it proclaims the wrath of Yah amongst a people. Drusius 
fetches it from the same root, but in piel, which is to decree; showing that the pestilence is 
a thing decreed in heaven, not casual. Kirker thinks it is called rbd, because it keeps order, 
and spares neither great nor small. The Hebrew root signifies to destroy, to cut off, and 
hence may the plague or pestilence have its name. The Septuagint renders it qanatos, 
death, for ordinarily it is death; and it is expressed by "Death," Re 6:8, he sat on the pale 
horse, and killed with sword, hunger, death, and beasts of the earth; it refers to Ezekiel 
14:21 , where the pestilence is mentioned. Pestilence may be from a word which signifies 
to spread, spoil, rush upon, for it does so; 2 Samuel 24:15 , seventy thousand slain in three 
days; and plague, a plhgh from plhssw, to smite, to wound, for it smites suddenly, and 
wounds mortally; hence it is in Numbers 14:12 , "I will smite them with the pestilence." 
This judgment is very grievous, it is called in Psalms 91:3 the "noisome pestilence," because 
it is infectious, contagious; and therefore the French read it, "de la peste dangereuse," from 
the dangerous pestilence, it does endanger those that come near it: and Musculus has it, a 
peste omnium pessima, from the worst pestilence of all: and others, the woeful pestilence; 
it brings a multitude of woes with it to any place or person it comes unto, it is a messenger 
of woeful fears, sorrows, distractions, terrors, and death itself. William Greenhill.  

http://www.biblestudytools.com/commentaries/treasury-of-david/psalms-91-3.html 
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Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the Whole Bible 
[and] … noisome pestilence — literally, “plagues of mischiefs” (Psalm 5:9; Psalm 52:7), 
are expressive figures for various evils. 

Wesley's Explanatory Notes 
Pestilence - From the pestilence, which like a fowler's snare takes men suddenly and 
unexpectedly. 

John Trapp Complete Commentary 
Psalms 91:3 Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler, [and] from the 
noisome pestilence. 
Ver. 3. Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the fowler] i.e. Of the devil and his 
emissaries. Gratiae privativae multo plures sunt quam positivae, saith Gerson. Yah daily 
delivers His from innumerable deaths and dangers. By fowler here some understand the 
punishing angel, 2 Samuel 24:15-17, and conceive that this psalm was penned upon 
occasion of that great plague that followed upon David’s numbering the people; for 
then, if ever, both prince and people stood in need of special comfort, and here they 
have it. Divine consolations are therefore sweet, because seasonable and suitable.  
And from the noisome pestilence] That uncomfortable and contagious disease. The 
Vulgate renders it, and from rough words. In Hebrew Dabhar signifies a word, Debher, a 
pest; an evil tongue has the pestilence in it, Ab excidio exitiorum. 
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Whedon's Commentary on the Bible 
 

3. Noisome pestilence— Fatal pestilence, or pestilence of wickedness. The words are not 
specific of any bodily disease, or class of destructive diseases, but apply to any causes by 
which men are swept away suddenly—often those which come from the crafty wickedness 
of men, and is parallel to “snare of the fowler” in the previous member. It is one of the four 
great judgments of Yah, enumerated Ezekiel 14:21; Revelation 6:8. The word “noisome” 
means calamitous, ruinous, as Psalms 57:1, where Psalms 91:4-6 show it was brought only 
against wicked men. So Psalms 94:20, where it is rendered iniquity, and Proverbs 19:30, 
rendered calamity. But see on Psalms 91:6 

Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the Whole Bible – Unabridged 
 

And from the noisome pestilence. Hengstenberg translates, 'from the pestilence of 
wickednesses;' i:e., from the pestilential ruin which the mass of wickednesses threatens. 
The connection with "the fowler," Satan, and the image carried on in Psalms 91:4-5, of 
Yah like a mother-bird (Deuteronomy 32:11) covering her young with her "feathers," and 
under her "wings," from the "arrow," prove that all attacks of evil, whether physical or 
spiritual evil, are meant by 'the destructive pestilence.' The Septuagint, Vulgate, Ethiopic, 
and Arabic, with slight variations, make it, 'from the persecuting word." They take the 
similar Hebrew for word instead of pestilence [ daabaar (Hebrew #1697), instead of deber 
(Hebrew #1698)]  
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Destruction 

The termination of something that causes so much  
Damage that it can not be repaired or no longer 
exists. 
Evil Desire of the wicked 
Calamity  
Injury 
Ruin 
Malicious speech 
Misery 
A fall 
To exist  
overwhelming  
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Parkhurst page 111 
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Remember – the “snare of the fowler” speaks of something that will 
happen very quickly- not trouble that comes upon us gradually. Let’s look 

at some headlines for examples of the kinds of things Yahuah has 
prepared in advance to protect us from.  

World War Three will be 'extremely lethal and fast': US Army bosses reveal 

what could happen if the U.S. took on Russia or China 

•Say smart weapons and artificial intelligence would change pace of war 

•A 'modern nation-states acting aggressively' the likely enemy 

•Warn war between nation states in the future 'is almost guaranteed' 

By MARK PRIGG FOR DAILYMAIL.COM 

PUBLISHED: 12:17 EST, 5 October 2016 | UPDATED: 01:01 EST, 6 October 2016 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3823741/World-War-3-extremely-
lethal-fast-Army-bosses-reveal-happen-took-Russia-China.html 
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It is a chilling vision of war - and one unlike any other ever fought. US 

military bosses have revealed their predictions for a major conflict.  

Artificial intelligence and smart weapons would be at the fore - with a 

'modern nation-states acting aggressively', Army bosses have revealed.  

'A conventional conflict in the near future will be extremely lethal and fast, 

and we will not own the stopwatch,' said Maj. Gen. William Hix on a future-

of-the-Army panel at the annual meeting of the Association of the U.S. 

Army in Washington, according to Defence One.  

 

'The speed of events are likely to strain our human abilities,' Hix said.  

China and Russia are both mustering conventionally massive militaries 

that are increasingly technological — and forcing the Pentagon to 

contemplate and prepare for 'violence on the scale that the U.S. Army has 

not seen since Korea,' said Hix Lt. Gen. Joseph Anderson, Army deputy 

chief of staff for operations, plans, and training said the US faces threats 

from 'modern nation-states acting aggressively in militarized competition.'  

'Who does that sound like? Russia?' he said.  

War between nation states at some point in the future 'is almost 

guaranteed,' said Army Chief of Staff Gen. Mark A. Milley at the same 

event.  
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The camouflage mappet moth turns into a shade of orange so it can blend in with the fallen 
autumn leaves in Switzerland  

The Federal Reserve dollar has been the world’s reserve currency since 

1944. It provides the only backing for the dollar. Without the dollar being on 

World Reserve currency status, the dollar would hyper-inflate and crash in a 

very short amount of time. The lives of average Americans would be over as they 

have known it . 
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Russia, under Putin, led a bold charge away from the world reserve status of the dollar. 

Iran and Syria began to sell its oil for gold. India, Brazil, South Africa and most of all, China 

joined the revolution against the dollar and the BRICS were formed. The US postured to 

invade Iran under the pretense that Iran was developing nuclear weapons. Russia and 

China both threatened to nuke the United States and Obama backed down. All of this 

adds up to the eventual death of the dollar and ultimately, World War III.  

As a result, the dollar now has a date with destiny. Putin’s actions are starting to leave the 

Federal Reserve without backing for the dollar. With a $19 trillion dollar deficit, a $240 

trillion dollar unfunded and mandated liabilities (like: Social Security, Medicare, etc.) 

and a whopping $1.5 quadrillion dollar credit swap derivatives debt; the dollar, after 

losing much of its former Petrodollar status, is the on the verge of collapse and it 

could happen any day.  
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That Yahuah provided this ability to 
hide for His birds- is a testimony that 
He can provide the same save hiding 

place out in the open for us. The 
Australian Tawny Frogmouth 
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Mizmowr  Psalms 91:4 
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Adam Clarke Commentary 
 

He shall cover you with His feathers - He shall act towards you as the hen does to her brood, 
- take you under His wings when birds of prey appear, and also shelter you from chilling 
blasts. This is a frequent metaphor in the sacred writings; see Psalm 17:8; (note), Psalm 57:1; 
(note), Psalm 61:4; (note), and the notes on them. The Septuagint has Εν τοις μεταφρενοις 
αυτου επισκιασει σοι· He will overshadow you between His shoulders; alluding to the 
custom of parents carrying their weak or sick children on their backs, and having them 
covered even there with a mantle. Thus Yahuah is represented carrying the Israelites in the 
wilderness. See Deuteronomy 32:11-12; (note), where the metaphor is taken from the eagle. 
His truth shall be your shield and buckler - His revelation; His word. That truth contains 
promises for all times and circumstances; and these will be invariably fulfilled to him that 
trusts in Yahuah. The fulfillment of a promise relative to defense and support is to the soul 
what the best shield is to the body. 

Albert Barnes' Notes on the Whole Bible 
“His truth.” His unfailing promise; the certainty that what he has promised to do he will 
perform. 
Shall be thy shield and buckler - literally, “Shield and buckler is his truth.” The meaning is, 
that his pledge or promise would be unto them as the shield of the soldier is to him in 
battle. Compare Psalm 35:2. The word rendered “buckler” is derived from the verb “to 
surround,” and is given to the defensive armor here referred to, because it “surrounds,” 
and thus “protects” a person. It may apply to a coat of mail. 
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The Biblical Illustrator 
Psalms 91:4 

He shall cover you with His feathers, and under His wings shalt you trust. 
 
The covering wing -There is here a very distinct triad of thoughts. There is the covering wing; there 
is the flight to its protection; and there is the warrant for that flight. “He shall cover thee with His 
pinions”; that is the Divine act. “Under His wings shalt thou trust”; that is the human condition. “His 
truth shall be thy shield and buckler”; that is the Divine manifestation which makes the human 
condition possible. 

I. The covering wing. The imago suggests not only the thought of protection but those of fostering, downy warmth, 

peaceful proximity to a heart that throbs with parental love, and a multitude of other happy privileges realized by 
those who nestle beneath that wing. If we have felt a difficulty, as I suppose we all have sometimes, and are ready to 

say with the half-despondent psalmist, “My feet were almost gone, and my steps had well-nigh slipped”; when we 
see what we think the complicated mysteries of the Divine providence in this world, we have to come to this belief 
that the evil that is in the evil will never come near the man sheltered beneath Yah’s wing. The physical external 

event may be entirely the same to him as to another, who is not covered with His feathers. Here are two partners in a 
business, the one a Covenant Family  man, and the other is not. A common disaster overwhelms them. They 

become bankrupt. Is their insolvency to the one the same as it is to the other? Here are two men on board a ship, the 
one putting his trust in Yahuah, the other thinking it all nonsense to trust anything but himself. They are both 

drowned. Is drowning the same to the two? As their corpses lie side by side among the ooze, with the weeds over 
them, and the lobsters at them, you may say of the one, but only of the one, “There shall no evil befall you, neither 
shall any plague come nigh your dwelling.” For the protection that is granted to trust is only to be understood by 

trust. The poison is all wiped off the arrow by that Divine protection. It may still wound, but it does not putrefy the 
soul. The sewage water comes down, but it passes into the filtering bed, and is disinfected and cleansed before it is 

permitted to flow over our fields. 
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II. The flight of the shelterless to the Shelter. “Under His wings shalt you flee to a refuge.” Is 
not that a vivid, intense, picturesque, but most illuminative way of telling us what is the 
very essence, and what is the urgency, and what is the worth, of what we call trust? There 
are plenty of men that know all about the security of the Refuge, and believe it utterly, but 
never run for it; and so never get into it.  
 
Trust is the gathering up of the whole powers of the nature to fling myself into an Asylum, 
to cast myself into Yah’s arms, to take shelter beneath the shadow of His wings. And unless 
a man does that, and swiftly, he is exposed to every bird of prey in the sky, and to every 
beast of prey lurking in wait for him. 

III. The warrant for this flight. “His truth shall be your shield.” Now, “truth” here does not 
mean the body of revealed words, which are often called Yah’s truth, but it describes a 

certain characteristic of the Divine nature. And if, instead of “truth,” we read the good old 
English word “troth,” we should be a great deal nearer understanding what the psalmist 

meant. You cannot trust The Almighty, who has not given you an inkling of His character 
or disposition, but if He has spoken then “you know where to have Him.” That is just what 

the psalmist means.  
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How can a man be encouraged to fly into a refuge unless he is 
absolutely sure that there is an entrance for him into it, and that, 

entering, he is safe? And that security is provided in the great thought 
of Yah’s troth. “Your faithfulness is like the great mountains.” “Who is 

like unto You, O Yahuah; or to Your faithfulness round about You?” 
That faithfulness shall be our “shield,” not a tiny target that a man 
could bear upon his left arm, but the word means the large shield, 

planted in the ground in front of the soldier, covering him, however 
hot the fight; and circling him around, like a tower of iron. (A. 

Maclaren, D.D.) 
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How may we expect the text to be fulfilled? 
 
1. It may possibly be verified to us by our being preserved altogether from the danger 

which we dread. Yah has often, as predicted in the present psalm, in times of 
pestilence, and famine, and war, preserved His people by remarkable providences.  

 

Strong trust has always a particular immunity in times of trouble. When a man has 
really, under a sense of duty, under a conscientious conviction rested alone in Yahuah, 
he has been enabled to walk where the thickest dangers were flying, all unharmed. 

2. There are some dangers from which the providence of Yahuah does not preserve 
Yah’s people but still He covers them with His feathers in another sense, by giving them 
favor to bear up under their troubles. You shall find your afflictions become your 
mercies, and your trials become your comforts. You shall shine in tribulation, and find 
light in the midst of gloom, and have joy unspeakable in the season of your sorrow. 

3. In yet another way does Yah set seal to this record when by His favor having 
sustained His servants in their trouble He brings them out of it greatly enriched 
thereby. Oh! it is a great blessing to be put through the fire, if you come out purified. 

C. H. Spurgeon 
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1. Trust enlists the sympathy of Yahuah. 

III. Why may we be sure that it shall be so? 

2. Yah’s promise is pledged. You keep your promise to your child, and 
will not Yah keep His promise to you? O rest in Him, then; He shall 
cover us with His feathers, for His own word declares it. 

3. Moreover, you are His child, and what will not a father do for his own 
dear child? Were he a stranger you might take little heed though he 
were in trouble, in danger, or in deep distress--but your child, your 
own child--oh! you cannot rest, while he suffers. (.) 
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Yahs protective care 
The simile before us represents the mother-
bird guarding her young until they can guard 
themselves. It is protection as a process in 

training until one has learned to use his 
capacities for self-protection. The figure 

before us may be so misused as to 
emphasize what we may call the “nursery 
idea” in life. Yah’s purpose and plan is to 

train man to be self-reliant  but in the will 
of Yah. As the meaning of all true charity is 
found in that help which develops self-help, 

so is Yah’s method in training man His 
Word.  

The kind of Eternal it discloses is one 
who has great respect for the creature He 

has made—a Creator who has put His 
image upon man by endowing him with 

certain qualities capable of growth; a 
Creator who puts great value upon the 

manly, self-sustaining character.  

 A Creator who specially puts His protecting 
care round about the growing time of moral 

and spiritual childhood, that one may grow up 
into self-reliant, spiritual manhood--it is this 
kind of Creator who is revealed under this 
familiar likeness. It is truly the mother-bird 

brooding over her young, teaching, training, 
and caring for them against the time they must 
care for themselves. So, also, does this figure 
show us a certain kind of man--namely, a man 

who has developed a spiritual vigor and 
strength under the protecting care of Yah; a 
man who has learned from Yah that he has a 
mind which can expand with the thoughts of 

Yah, a heart which can throb with the feelings 
of Yah, a will which from feebleness and 

indecision can, under this same Divine training, 
grow virile and resolute. A. H. Hall 
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Thomas Coke Commentary on the Holy Bible 
Psalms 91:4. His truth— Meaning, no doubt, that gracious promise, Numbers 14:31. 
But your little ones, which you said should be a prey, them will I bring in; and they shall 
know the land which ye have despised; whereas of the others their doom is repeated 
in the following verse: Your carcasses shall fall in the wilderness.  

Hebrew words to Shama- closely consider 
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1 :4 a read 1'1:J'1 - ; cf. Septuagint, Syriac 

^ 91:4 With his wings ; he shall cover for thee, and under his skirts : thou 

wilt-be safe, a shield ; and buckler ; his truth -; The Books of Psalms without 

points by Vander Hooght 1821  

Psa 91:4  He shall coverH5526 thee with his feathers,H84 and underH8478 his 
wingsH3671 shall you trust:H2620 His truthH571 shall be thy shieldH6793 and 
buckler.H5507  
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Feathers 

Any part of the larger wing or tail 
feathers of a bird necessary for flying 
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Add a mem at the end and you 
get Abraham. 
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Parkhurst Page 3-4 
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He will cover: 

Hif 
Cover 
Shield 
Clothe 
Arm 
To provide a covering or cause to 
be covered 
Protect 
Defend 
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Parkhurst  Page 349-350 
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https://devriespaulding.com/
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Under or below 
succeeding with an orderly arrangement of time, 
space, logic in which something follows one after 
another, implying this is not a random or chaotic 
event 

Or hem or corner end piece or border of a 
garment 
Edge 
Farther distance from the middle 
To be moved to the edge 

His Wings 
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Parkhurst page 306 
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Take Refuge 

Go to a place where one will find safety, rest or 
comfort, implying the place of refuge is a place 
to be trusted and keep one safe. 

To mentally trust  
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Parkhurst Page 164 
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Thorny 
Piercing 
Large rectangular shield covering the whole body 
Cold 
Hook to pierce attach to and drag large heavy objects 
or bodies 
Defensive and protective weapon of war 
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Parkhurst Page 516 
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A shield that moves around in every way to protect 
the body. 
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Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the Whole Bible 
For the first figure compare Deuteronomy 32:11; Matthew 23:37. 
buckler — literally, “surrounding” - that is, a kind of shield covering all 
over. 

Parkhurst Page 421 
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Honesty 
Trustworthiness  
Stability  
Perpetuity  
Security  
Fidelity  
Permanence  
Reliability 
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Parkhurst  Page 91 
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Psalm 91:1-4 Magnified 

The ones who settle in and remain, 

establishing a home and returning often with 

the sense of a faithful married relationship, 

will endure 
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Psalm 91:1-2 Magnified 

In the secret hiding place that offers 

protection and shelter from danger. 

 It is a covering, carefully hiding  

those. It is an act of cleverness that 

conceals Yah’s children- an end  

purpose from those who are  

dangerous. 
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Psalm 91:1-2 Magnified 

This place belongs to The Most High-hwhy. He is  

Supreme and is clearly Superior to all. As He hovers 

Over those, there is complete protection, as His being 

casts a shadow of protection an submerges us into 

safety. 
Always, with those in this 

transitory 

journey, He offers 

refreshment and His shadow 

blocks any attempt of all who 

would harm those who dwell 

there. 
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He alone is the 

most powerful! 

Only He  

can complete this 

promise of blessing 

and safety. 

His protective 

barrier is 

impregnable. 
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In this act of protection He will 

not hesitate to be burly and lay 

waste and utterly destroy 

intruders, to keep His  

Children safe 
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They are spending the nights 

 in this 

lodging and finding rest.    

They will stay 

permanently. 
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Knowing I will not change my mind, 

I declare out and in my heart and 

 promise with certainty 

I declare! Shepherd Yahuah, my shelter 

from 

the weather 

And danger and the 

lies that are told to 

deceive,  

Like a cave that 

provides my complete 

Safety as my refuge,  

You are whom I trust.   
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Indeed my mountain 

Stronghold. Those 

that would prey are 

caught in nets and  

never reach me. 

You have reserved this 

mountain of rock  

fortress for hiding as 

well as for a  

defensive position.  

Where ever it may be, it is a position that is so 

high that it is inaccessible except to those who 

dwell there. 
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My Almighty Everlasting 

Shepherd Yahuah. 

Because of what You do, it is 

only You And Your plan that I 

can be confident in, trust and 

rely. 

 

You inspire confidence! 

 

Your plans fill my being  with 

complete safety and security.  

 I alone, and without You,  

I am vulnerable and would be 

easy prey. 

You give me assurance!  
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For He will free you from harm or evil, rescue and defend you keeping 
you safe and out of danger. He saves you from a state of having a 

strained or lacking relationship with Him because He saves you from 
danger.  
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From the snares, nets, danger and control of the fowler. Anyone who 
is a bait layer. Protection when you are blindsided by the wicked. 
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From the deadly words and teachings that leads to overwhelming 
eternal death, from deadly viruses all which plague you and cause 
complete destruction and misery which causes so much damage it 

can not be repaired. This is the evil desire of the wicked. 
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In His strong and mighty feathered wings He will cause you 
to be covered, overshadowed making you unapproachable and 

protected in this isolation. But you are close to His heart 
and feel the soft strength of His protection.  
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It happens in an orderly arrangement of time, space and logic- not as a random or 
chaotic event because you are under and beneath His wings – the hem and border 

of His garment 
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You flee and take refuge and shelter. Feeling safe and full of 
trust. You are at peace. 
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A large barbed hook body shield as a defensive and 
protective weapon of war and a defensive wall 
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is His faithfulness, honesty, trustworthiness, stability, perpetuity, 
security, fidelity, permanence and reliability. 

Yahusha 



hwhy 

The Torah is this secret place that shows us 
how to attain this protection. 

Unless you read the Tanakh, you will not find 
it. 11/24/2016 114 
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The Amplified reading of Malachi 2:8 and 2:10 
Speaking to the priests about incorrect teaching 

2:8   Together, all of you, have rejected, abandoned, turned away and departed 
from the way, journey and path and course of conduct. This is causing wavering 
and stumbling and errors to be made by a great indefinite number within your  
gates, by your instruction and content of what is taught from the Torah.   You have 
corrupted morally, destroyed, ruined and wiped out the covenant –the binding 
Contract agreement with the Levi- promises and declares Yahuah of the vast military  
Troops and heavenly bodies.  

2:10   Why?  Do we not have one ancestor father? Do we not all in totality, everyone 
completely have one Eternal One who brought us into existence? Carving us out and  
shaping us?  On what account and why then do we act covertly and deal treacherously and 
betray human beings within our gates and our brothers and fellow countrymen, violating and 
defiling the set apart character of our Torah, piercing it through and wounding it-making it an 
invalid covenant-the binding contract between Yahuah And our ancestors? 

The answer is because they serve shatan the father of lies.  
If we are unrepentant we can not stay at Yah’s safe house or serve Him.  

PRAY-READ-RESEARCH-REPENT-PRAISE AND REPEAT 



You will find this study as a free PDF Version to be freely given or sent out at  
WWW.Yahuwahsoasis.com along with any of the songs or other studies that are 
on there. This has been a presentation of love for HWHY . 
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FAIR USE NOTICE: This study/video may contain copyrighted material the use of which has not always been 
specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such material available in our efforts to advance 
understanding of environmental, political, human rights, economic, democracy, scientific, and social justice issues, 
etc. We believe this constitutes a 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US 
Copyright Law. In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to 
those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research and educational 
purposes. For more information go to: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml. If you wish to use 
copyrighted material from this site for purposes of your own that go beyond 'fair use', you must obtain permission 
from the copyright owner.  
  
  
Important Disclaimer: Yahuwahsoasis.com does not necessarily endorse everything that is transmitted through our 
website, as being completely trustworthy, as some items are drawn from secular sources. Nor does it suggest in any 
way that any individual or organization mentioned should be followed or given any special credence. 
Yahuwahsoasis.com is a "watchman on the wall" and it is an outlet for the dissemination of information and Torah 
discretion must be applied by recipients to every article submitted on the website. We have done our best to 
research thoroughly the information on the site and videos, and know that by continuing to study new insights will be 
understood from the living, breathing Torah given by hwhy.  It is our hope by educating ourselves and others of the 
issues of the day and how it relates to hwhy, we can honor Yah’s Name and our purpose He has for us to do, by 
engaging in His Word and His Family.  

http://www.yahuwahsoasis.com/
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